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1 Introduction

Housingmaps.com

Google Map Craigslist.org

Fig. 1.1 The housingmaps.com mashup providing for the synchronized exploration
of housing o↵ers from craigslist.com and maps by Google Maps.
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(a) All time most used APIs by registered mashups
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(b) All time most used tags to describe mashups

Fig. 1.2 A snapshot of the programmableweb.com mashup ecosystem (as of October 23, 2013).

1.2 Mashup Types
A good instrument to understand today’s mashup ecosystem is http://
www.programmableweb.com, an online registry of mashup components
and ready mashups that can be inspected, also hosting a variety of news
regarding mashups and a vivid mashup developer community.
In Figure 1.2, we illustrate a snapshot of the content of programmableweb.com at the time of writing this text. Actually, we copied the pictures
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Fig. 1.3 The mashup cube with tree di↵erent perspectives on the mashup ecosystem.

ested in understanding how the internals of mashups look like and work and
how to support their development.
Mashup classes like Web mashups, mobile mashups, telco mashups, data
mashups and similar bear some more semantics from this perspective. Yet,
there still seems to be an arbitrary proliferation of prefix -mashup combinations, without any evident connection among them and, more interestingly,
these types of mashups are not mutually exclusive (for example, there may
be mobile telco mashups or Web data mashups). We therefore analyzed the
most
types we found
in literature
and found
theis properly cited.
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Fig. 1.4 The long tail of the software market and its opportunities for mashups.

empowers another, pre-existing community that is large, i.e., the community
of Craigslist users.
The observation that mashups are typically still limited in their scope
and simple is not ours only. In fact, mashup development – inside the larger
context of software development – has been associated relatively early with
the long tail of the software market [207]. The long tail market model [15, 16]
observes that traditional markets commonly target only 20% of the possible
products/solutions in a given domain, which however guarantee huge sales
numbers
andand
large
customer
bases; for
theclassroom
other 80%
ofteaching
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notis properly cited.
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notably the online book store Amazon, instead make most of their money by

